
We have to shut hospitals to save 

the NHS 
Philip Collins 

A ten-year strategy for the health service, to be announced next week, will 

only work if we close outdated institutions 

 

or an institution considered so vital to national life that a promise to fund it was 

emblazoned on the side of a bus, the NHS has been roundly ignored ever since. 

Indeed, almost everything has. The protracted shambles of Brexit will rumble on 

beyond the March deadline. First-order crises like the future of the NHS will 

remain second-order political questions for a while yet. 

When the government, under pressure to meet the absurd Brexit promise of an 

NHS dividend, offered a real-terms increase of 3.4 per cent a year until 2023, 

ministers asked health service chiefs to produce a ten-year reform plan, to be 

unveiled in December. This they dutifully did only for Theresa May to shelve it 

while she tried to sell a Brexit deal to her own backbenchers. The plan is now due 

to be released on Monday, unless ministers stumble on something pointless in the 

meantime. 

Brexit, alas, does more than consume all the available attention. It also makes 

things worse. The prospect of delays at Dover have led ministers to ask firms to 

hold six weeks of drug supplies in reserve. One in ten of all NHS doctors and one 

in six of all NHS dentists come from the European Union so any decline in 

immigration from there will lead to a serious shortage of labour. Yet the day will 

dawn eventually when it is not the only political question. The frivolous nature of 

the enterprise will show up when we confront the bigger problems we neglected 
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during this collapse in national confidence. Chief among them is the precarious 

future of the NHS. 

The health service is stuttering. Emergency hospital admissions rose 6 per cent in 

the year to last November. The waiting time targets for A&E, cancer and hospital 

operations are being missed in every region of the country. Too many lobby groups 

have been tempted to cry foul about austerity, as if money alone is a cure. The 

NHS has been dragged into the Brexit argument purely as a dispute about the 

amount of money rather than the real subject of next week’s plan, which is how to 

spend it wisely. 

Britain is in the midst of a slow revolution in the provision of healthcare but 

saddled with a public debate in which almost any suggestion of change gets 

howled down. Sentimental ideologues guard the NHS, crying “privatisation!” at 

every change and sadly intoning that, like nostalgia, the service is no longer as 

good as it used to be. In fact, it is better and it is certainly bigger. Seventy years 

after its foundation, the NHS has ten times as many doctors on the payroll as it did 

in 1948 and spends 12 times the original amount even accounting for inflation. 

 

The critical number though, is one that often gets cited wrongly in criticism. When 

the first hospital doors opened in 1948, the NHS had 480,000 beds available. 

Today, it has just 120,000, a quarter of the original capacity. That is a success story 

because the decline in beds has occurred in proportion to the decline in need. 

People live, on average, 13 years longer than they did in 1948 and the principal 

reasons for the increased longevity are the sharp decline in infant mortality, the 

spread of immunisation and more advanced care which means new mothers, for 

example, can leave hospital on the day of the birth or a day later. The same is true 

for patients having hip operations. Heart attack victims are treated in specialist 

units, and plenty of acute care, all the way up to chemotherapy, can be 

administered without the need for a hospital visit. 



The health of the nation has changed beyond recognition and so has the illness of 

the nation. In a much older country, two thirds of the NHS budget is now spent on 

patients with long-term conditions. Cancer, generally though not always an old 

person’s ailment, causes more than a quarter of all deaths (it was a sixth in 1948) 

while more than 10 per cent of us will die due to incurable dementia (just 3 per 

cent did so in 1948). This week, Public Health England, the government’s health 

agency, has been highlighting the threat from diabetes which, on current trends, 

could take up a fifth of the whole NHS budget by 2035. 

Much of the responsibility for avoiding this rests on us, the people, rather than 

them, the government. We need to eat less, eat better and exercise more. The NHS 

inherits a lot of problems we set it and, if we really love it as much as we often say 

we do, we should do it a favour by looking after ourselves better. Then the 

government needs to do its part, by giving time and space for the required changes. 

Next week’s plan should concentrate on the key trend of the past 70 years: the 

declining need for hospitals. This revolutionary idea will no doubt be lost in the 

bloodless jargon of “integration” but it is a big deal. 

The fragmentation of the NHS was written into it from the start, with nationalised 

hospitals, salaried consultants and private franchised GPs. “Our basic purposes”, 

said the health minister Baroness Serota, “are to unite the NHS and to integrate its 

separate services.” That was in 1970. 

These days, most of the services needed for a care package are not even within the 

NHS. The task of integration is complex but it is now crucial. Some mental health 

patients go through as many as 15 separate bodies as part of their treatment in a 

system devised for a world that no longer exists. The NHS plan will have to 

deepen the connections between GPs and consultants and between the NHS and 

local government, to ensure as few people go into hospital as possible. The more 

that investment can flow into community organisations, and away from the 



flagship NHS institutions, the better. There will be new targets on treatment for 

cancer and heart disease, with earlier diagnosis and a more rapid procedure through 

the system. 

This can all sound forbiddingly technical but one of its implications is that much 

loved hospitals, and revered departments within them, are no longer necessary. The 

factory model of healthcare is no longer appropriate in a nation made healthier by 

the success of the first seven decades of public healthcare. I would not like to go 

into political combat on the slogan that it is government policy to close more 

hospitals yet that is a fight that needs to be had, even if not in those terms. It will 

take resources, courage and attention and at present it has none of the above. 

 


